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Abstract
Tension Pneumothorax (TP) is one of the commonest

measurements. In our article we reviewed the literature

complication of chest trauma. For many years the

in response to the new policy in different countries.

management for tension pneumothorax decompression
was the immediate insertion of a wide bore Cather (1416 gauge) into the 2

nd

intercostal space (ICS) in mid-

clavicular line (MCL) followed by the insertion of a
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th

chest tube in the 5 ICS anterior to the mid-axillary line
(MAL). In 2018 the Advanced Trauma life support

1. Introduction

(ATLS) guidelines has changed and the ideal place for

Tension Pneumothorax (TP) is one of the commonest

tension pneumothorax decompression is at the 5

th

complications of chest trauma, often sustained from

intercostal space anterior to the MAL. The thickness of

fractured ribs. It occurs when a “one-way valve” air

the chest wall is significantly less at the 5th intercostal

leaks from the lung or through the chest wall forcing air

nd

space MAL when compared to 2 ICS in MCL, and that

into the pleural space eventually collapsing the

an 8 cm length Cather has a better efficacy in

underlying lung and displacing the mediastinum to the

comparison to 5 cm catheter, as proved by radiographic

opposite side. This causes a decrease in the venous
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return and compressing the opposite lung and hence

ICS anterior to mid-axillary line (MAL). Depending on

reduction in cardiac output [1]. The pathophysiological

the patient’s body built, using needles as long as 8 cm is

manifestations are tachypnea, chest pain, hypoxia,

mandatory to perform the technique effectively [3]. In

extreme dyspnea and altered level of consciousness. On

the prehospital treatment the anterior site provides direct

examination patients have hypotension, tachycardia,

stabilization and continued observation more easily in a

cyanosis, distended neck veins, tracheal deviation away

moving ambulance. Catheters placed at the lateral site

from the affected hemi-thorax, hyper resonance on

may be dislodged by the patient's arm or may be

percussion and absent breath sounds on the affected

obstructed [4]. As shown in (Figure 1) the chest wall

side. Diagnosis must be based entirely on clinical

thickness (CWT) influences the likelihood of success

findings, and emergency treatment without delay for

with needle decompression. Evidence of successful

radiological confirmation is required [1].

penetration of the pleura by a 5 cm over-the-needle
catheter is >50% of the time, whereas an 8 cm over the-

2.

Current

Management

of

Tension

needle catheter has success in >90% of the time. In one

Pneumothorax

comparative study, longer (8 cm) compared with shorter

For many years the guideline for tension pneumothorax

(5 cm) needles were associated with a significant

management was the immediate insertion of a wide bore

improvement in success rates [5]. Studies have also

Cather 14-16 gauge into the 2

nd

intercostal space (ICS)

demonstrated that over the-needle catheter placement in

in mid-clavicular line (MCL) followed by insertion of a

the prehospital field into the anterior chest wall by

chest tube in the 5th ICS anterior to the Mid axillary line

paramedics was too medial in 44% of patients. A

(MAL) [2]. This has changed as per ATLS guidelines

standard-length 14 or 16 gauge catheter is nearly always

2018 10

th

edition recently. Now the ideal site for

insertion of a 14-16 gauge Cather 8 cm length is the 5th

successful. However, the risk of lung injury is increased
with a longer needle [5].

Success in needle penetration
100%
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Figure 1: A figure showing that longer (8 cm) compared with shorter (5 cm) needles were directly proportional
improvement in success rates.
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Recent evidence recommends that placing a 14-16
th

gauge, 8 cm long catheter at the 5 ICS slightly anterior

(P) <0.05), and they concluded that >94% of trauma
patients can be treated with a 5 cm catheter.

to the MAL. However, even with an over-the-needle
catheter of suitable size, there is still a minimal chance

In Germany, Hecker et al. [9] found that the use of a 7

of failure. In view of the risk of subsequent

cm needle in length is necessary to decompress a

pneumothorax as a result of the maneuver continual

tension pneumothorax in the 2nd ICS at the MCL, which

assessment

Tube

might successfully decompress more than 90% of the

thoracostomy is mandatory after decompression of the

patients. In this study, in the anterior approach special

chest [6].

caution must be taken to avoid injury of internal

of

the

patient

is

necessary.

mammary vessels which run 2 cm from the lateral
border of the sternum.

3. Discussion and Review of Literatures
On review of literatures, using the key words tension
wall

In France, Lamblin et al. [10] used ultrasound in 122

different

soldiers to measure the CWT on both sides at the second

population, Length of the needle used in TP, from

and fourth intercostal space. The study concluded that

January 2005 till August 2019 in all articles, titles and

the CWT was greater than 5 cm in 24.2% of the cases at

abstracts written in English language, using the search

the second ICS and 4.9% of cases at the fourth ICS

agents likes PubMed, MEDLINE and Cochrane library

(p<0.001). The current practice taught in the French

databases we found the following information.

army for NT insertion in 2nd ICS at the MCL had high

pneumothorax,
thickness

decompression

evaluated

sites,

radiologically

chest
in

failure rate which can be improved by using the lateral
In Singapore, Goh et al. [7], conducted a retrospective

approach at the 4th ICS.

review from 2011-2015 on 583 patients who underwent
computed tomography (CT) of the chest in patients with

In Turkey, Akoglu et al. [11] conducted a study that in

TP Four measurements of CWT were taken at the 2nd

one third of females and one tenth of males trauma

ICS and 5th ICS at MAL in both sides which includes

patients the pleural access using a 5 cm catheter is

the whole chest wall thickness and Successful needle

unlikely to be successful irrespective of the puncture

thoracostomy (NT) was defined radiologically as CWT

site. This can be improved if NT is performed at the 5 th

≤ 5 cm. In Asian patients the use of lateral approach and

ICS at the MAL using 8cm catheter where the CWT is

longer catheter is likely to have a higher success rate.

thinner.

Failure of NT is related to higher BMI especially for an
anterior approach.

In Canada, Zengerink et al. [12] conducted a study that
confirmed a catheter length of 4.5 cm may not penetrate

In Japan, Yamagiwa et al. [8] designed a study in

the chest wall of a substantial population group

trauma patient who underwent CT scan to measure the

dependent of age and gender (9.9%-35.4%). It

CWT and determine the accessibility to the pleural

demonstrated that for the relief of tension pneumothorax

space with a 5 cm catheter CWT at 94.3% of sites were

in certain population group may require a different

<5.0 cm (mean CWT at 2nd ICS at the MCL, 3.06 cm).

needle length to improve the effectiveness of NT.

CWT of women was apparently more than men (P-value
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In USA, when Harcke et al. [13] measured CWT in

Pleural decompression has better results with the use of

army soldiers in the second right ICS at the MCL. In

8 cm catheter in comparison with 5 cm catheter Steeper

comparison to what was reported previously it was

angle of entry at 4th ICS AAL improves 8 cm non-injury

noted that the CWT was greater the mean horizontal

rates to more than 91% [18]. Systematic review and

thickness was 5.36 cm (standard deviation (SD) equal

meta-analysis comparing anatomic sites in needle

1.19 cm) with angled (perpendicular) thickness slightly

thoracostomy as evident from observational studies

less with a mean of 4.86 cm (SD 1.10 cm). In 99% of

suggests that the 4th/5th ICS-AAL has the lowest

the subject in this study an 8 cm catheter would

predicted failure [19]. There was no difference in the

successfully reach the pleural space. Radiologic

mortality of the patients requiring NT with regards to

evaluation by computed tomography-based analysis

the timing, location of insertion and length of needle

of chest wall thickness, concluded that failure rate of

[20].

NT was 42.5% at the 2nd ICS in the MCL in
comparison to 16.7% at the 5th ICS at the AAL.

4. Conclusion

The chest wall thickness was 1.3 cm thinner at the 5th

The ideal site for tension pneumothorax decompression

ICS at the AAL and may be an ideal location for needle

is at 5th ICS at the anterior to Mid-axillary line (MAL)

thoracostomy decompression.

as the thickness of chest wall is significantly less than
thickness at 2nd ICS MCL. An 8 cm catheter has a better

Inaba et al. [4] showed a gradual increase in CWT
across all BMI quartiles at each site of measurement (2

nd

chance of pleural decompression when compared with
5cm catheter, as proved by radiographic measurements.

th

ICS at the MCL and 5 ICS at the AAL). Likewise,
Powers et

al.

[14]

found

that

BMI

increases

proportionally to an increasing CWT. However, their
nd
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